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Violin Sonata No. 2 in D Major, Op. 94
I. Moderato

Bach Partita No. 2 in D Minor, BWV 1004
I. Allemanda		
II. Corrente
III. Sarabanda
IV. Giga

La Fille Aux Chevex De Lin
(The Girl with the Flaxen Hair)

Sergei Prokofiev
(1891-1953)

Johann Sebastian Bach
(1685-1750)

Claude Debussy
(1862-1918)

Schön Rosmarin		
		
(Pretty Rosemary)
							

Fritz Kreisler
(1875-1962)

This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of requirements for the degree
Bachelor of Music in Music Education.
Ms. Johnson studies violin with Helen Kim.

Sergei Prokofiev - Violin Sonata No. 2 in D Major
During the German invasion of Russia in 1941, Sergei Prokofiev was among a
group of Soviet artists that were evacuated from Moscow to a safe place under
constant surveillance. What is unusual about this sonata is that there are few traces
of great conflict or disruption that were present during Prokofiev’s own life, but
rather vivacious and nostalgic melodies that give it a more cheerful disposition.
This sonata was originally composed for the flute, and after short-lived success,
transcribed for violin. This transcription was made largely in part to the persuasion of Prokofiev’s violinist friend David Oistrakh.
Johann Sebastian Bach - Bach Partita No. 2 in D Minor
German composer Johann Sebastian Bach is now regarded as one of the greatest
composers of all time. He focused on writing church and instrumental music, and
was known for adapting forms, rhythms, and textures from abroad and inserting
them into his works of the Baroque era. The Sonatas and Partitas for Solo Violin
draws upon the chamber and church sonata genre. The pieces entitled “sonata”
divide into four movements: a slow introductory movement, a subsequent fugue,
a contrasting slow movement, and a fast finale. The pieces entitled “partita” exhibit stylized dance movements in binary form.
The Allemande is a duple meter dance that was favored in Germany at the time.
The dancers formed a line of couples that paired hands and paraded the length of
the room, walked three steps, balanced on one foot, then completed with a hop.
The Corrente is a French style triple meter dance and literally translates to “the
speed of the movement of the notes.”
The Sarabanda is a Spanish dance in triple meter that has a distinctive rhythm of
tied notes that correspond with the dragging steps of the dance.
The Giga is a lively two-sectioned dance that derives from the British jig. It was not
a traditional court dance, but nobility were known to enjoy it on special occasions.
Claude Debussy - La Fille Aux Chevex De Lin
Claude Debussy was considered one of the most prominent figures working within the field of French impressionist music. It is the eighth of his Préludes, Book I
(1909-1910), originally written for solo piano. Girl with the Flaxen Hair uses musical
color throughout the violin and piano part and creates a prime example of a traditional impressionist work.
Fritz Kreisler - Schön Rosmarin
Fritz Kreisler was an Austrian-born virtuoso violinist who secretly composed
short violin pieces. Three Old Viennese Melodies (1905) are pieces for violin and
piano, of which Schön Rosmarin is the third. These were originally credited to
composer Josef Lanner, but were actually written by Kreisler, who later claimed
and copyrighted them in his own name (1910). Kreisler found it amusing to bend
the truth when it came to musical authorship, and frequently passed off his own
works as arrangements by other composers.
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Ladies and Gentlemen, welcome to Morgan Hall at the Bailey Performance Center.
As a reminder, please silence or power off all mobile phones, audio/video recording
devices, and other similar electronic devices. The performers, and your fellow
audience members, will greatly appreciate it. Thank you, and enjoy the performance!
We welcome all guests with special needs and offer the following services: easy
access, companion seating locations, accessible restrooms, and assisted listening
devices. Please contact an audience services representative to request services.

